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Abstract

The availability of practical mechanisms for comparing domestic efforts aimed at mitigating global climate change are important for the stability, equity, and efficiency of international climate agreements. We examine a variety of metrics that could be used to compare countries’ climate change mitigation efforts and illustrate their potential application to large developed and developing countries. Because there is no single comprehensive, measurable metric that could be applied to all countries, we suggest using a set of indicators to characterize and compare mitigation effort, akin to using a set of economic statistics to indicate the health of the macroeconomy. Given the iterative pledge and review approach that is emerging in the current climate change negotiations, participation, commitment, and compliance could be enhanced if this set of indicators is able to show that all parties are doing their “fair share,” both prospectively and retrospectively. The latter, in particular, highlights the need for a well-functioning policy surveillance regime.
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INTRODUCTION

The issue of comparability of domestic efforts to mitigate global climate change has long played an important role in notions of successful international climate agreements. Indeed, much of the game theory literature on international environmental agreements highlights the need for institutions to support broad and typically comparable emission mitigation efforts by countries in order to avoid the free-riding that can cause global agreements to unravel (e.g., Barrett 2003). Similar efforts among similar countries would likely be consistent with notions of equity and contribute to a “fair” deal (e.g., Cazorla and Toman 2001). Based on various formulas for emission targets, other research has sought to identify exactly what might be a fair deal (e.g., Bosetti and Frankel 2012). Some have argued that a cost-effective and potentially efficient international environmental agreement would be one in which marginal abatement costs among emission sources are comparable across the world (e.g., Aldy et al. 2010).

The international climate architecture that has emerged from the 2014 Lima climate talks focuses on comparability of mitigation effort in a new way. Rather than exploring how, in theory, comparable effort can mitigate free-riding or define a scheme for burden-sharing, the current approach is to identify how comparability can fit into the practical framework of a pledge and review mechanism for countries’ contributions to greenhouse gas emission mitigation. The process of evaluating and comparing mitigation efforts would operationalize such a pledge and review system (Schelling 1997; Pizer 2007).¹

How can we measure and compare effort among countries in this emerging framework? We seek to address this question by developing a set of principles for considering a variety of comparability

¹ The emerging architecture calls for countries to make unilateral commitments (the “pledges”), to review other’s commitments, to potentially adjust their commitments, and (ultimately) to make new commitments in the future.
metrics and then, based on these principles, evaluating these metrics. We focus on emission mitigation, with a country’s mitigation “effort” reflecting a determined action or policy deviation from its status quo with the intent to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Here “determined” emphasizes that the actions taken are specifically aimed at reducing emissions. “Deviation from its status quo” emphasizes that the outcome of the effort is due not merely to chance but to the actions – policies, regulations, budget expenditures – undertaken by a country. We examine three broad categories of metrics: emissions (levels, intensity, and reduction from forecast), prices (carbon and energy), and costs (share of national income or consumption). Using published data, we present illustrations of the first two groups of metrics for a set of large developed and developing countries. In the case of cost metrics, we discuss the additional modeling that is required. We find that none of the metrics performs well according to all of the principles, and argue that the emerging architecture could rely on a suite of metrics (rather than a single metric) for comparing mitigation effort across countries. Such an approach is akin to using multiple economic statistics to evaluate the health of the macroeconomy.

To frame our analysis, we first review the issue of comparability of effort in international climate negotiations and highlight the role of economics in informing this debate. Next we propose a set of principles for using metrics to compare effort. This is followed by a review of various metrics. We then examine how explicit demonstration of comparability of effort can facilitate international climate policy coordination and ultimately result in stronger international agreements. The final section presents a summary and conclusions.

COMPARABILITY OF MITIGATION EFFORT IN INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE NEGOTIATIONS AND THE ROLE OF ECONOMICS

---

2 Comparability of effort could be important in other international climate policy contexts as well, such as adaptation, climate finance, geo-engineering, and research and development. However, these are beyond the scope of this article.
The notion of comparability has become increasingly important in international negotiations over the past several decades. The 1992 UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the 1997 Kyoto Protocol set explicit emission targets for developed countries, establishing the first and most enduring notion of comparability. Emission targets were tied to a 1990 base year and, in the Kyoto Protocol, negotiated in terms of country-specific percentage reductions from their 1990 emissions. There were no formal targets for developing countries leaving it unclear what, if any, effort was needed for comparability on their part (Aldy and Stavins 2012a).

The 2007 Bali Action Plan, which launched a negotiating process to produce a post-Kyoto agreement, maintained the distinction between developed and developing countries, noting that “comparability of efforts” should guide consideration of developed countries’ emission mitigation efforts (1(b)(i)). As a result of the 2009 Copenhagen Accord, however, all major developed and developing countries – and about 80 countries in total – voluntarily submitted emission mitigation targets, policies, and/or actions. To promote the transparency of these mitigation pledges, the Copenhagen Accord and the 2010 Cancun Agreements included “international consultations and analysis” and “measurement, reporting, and verification” – review mechanisms comprised of reporting, technical analysis, and a period of consultation with other parties.3

The 2011 Durban Platform created a negotiating process for reaching a new international agreement by the end of 2015. The emerging international climate architecture has further advanced the Copenhagen-Cancun concept of “pledge and review.” Complementing this multilateral process, in November 2014, the United States and China announced a bilateral mitigation pledge. Several commentators framed their evaluation of this agreement in terms of the comparability of the

3 However, these requirements were defined separately for developed and developing countries (see Decision 2/CP.17)
commitments. Amidst this new architecture, economics can play several potential roles in comparing and leveraging commitments.

**Burden Sharing**

First, scholars from several disciplines have attempted to identify a fair or equitable “burden” or “effort” for countries in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions under international environmental agreements (e.g., Bosetti and Frankel 2012; den Elzen et al. 2006; Gupta 2007; Hof and den Elzen 2010; Michaelowa et al. 2005). These so-called burden-sharing exercises take a normative approach in developing a set of emission targets for countries, reflecting ethical principles and some long-term global objective (e.g., atmospheric concentration stabilization or a temperature goal).

**Descriptive Analysis of Pledges**

Rather than defining what should be, economic analysis can provide a richer description of countries’ mitigation pledges. In this context, economists have assessed the total costs, marginal costs, and emission abatement relative to a no-policy reference case associated with emission targets dating back to the 1990s (e.g., Weyant and Hill 1999; McKibbin et al. 2011). Emission mitigation pledges now take many different forms: targets versus 1990 or 2005 base year emissions, percentage improvements in the CO2-to-GDP ratio, percentage abatement versus a no-policy reference case, renewable power goals, energy efficiency goals, afforestation goals, and specific mitigation policies. An apples-to-apples comparison of countries’ pledges requires economic tools that translate the pledges into emissions, energy, and economic effects.5

---


5 Likewise, detemining the global impact on emissions through an aggregation of countries’ pledges would also require the application of economic tools.
Reciprocity

Finally, economic reasoning suggests comparable effort should leverage reciprocal mitigation actions. For example, under the 2009 Copenhagen Accord, the European Union and Japan both announced a willingness to implement more ambitious domestic emission targets if other developed countries committed to comparable reductions. This concept of reciprocity has also characterized successful international trade negotiations. For example, in a review of the literature on compliance with international agreements, Simmons’ (1998) notes that compliance is likely better under rules “prescribing reciprocal rather than uni-obligational behavior” (p. 87). Finger et al (1999) conclude that “a sense of fairness, of appropriate contribution, was an important concept” (p. 7) in the success of the Uruguay Round of trade talks. Ostrom (1998) focuses on the importance of norms in guiding individual efforts toward collective action, emphasizing that “all reciprocity norms share the common ingredients that individuals tend to react to the positive actions of others with positive responses and the negative actions of others with negative responses” (p. 10).

Our discussion here avoids normative prescription and focuses on the latter two roles. We believe that negotiators, stakeholders, and the citizens of countries participating in international climate negotiations would benefit from a richer assessment of the mitigation efforts being proposed by other countries. Economic data and analysis can help to provide this information, which, in turn, can enhance the credibility of countries’ pledges (Barrett 2012). Given the iterative nature of the negotiation game, this can leverage reciprocal action. This may take the form of more ambitious execution of current pledges or, following ex post analysis, more ambitious pledging in subsequent rounds of negotiations. With this in mind, in the next section, we propose a set of principles for establishing “economics-informed” metrics that can be used for comparing mitigation effort across countries.

Effective metrics should characterize mitigation effort in a straightforward manner that can be used to inform an international pledge and review process among countries. More specifically, we believe that metrics for comparing mitigation effort across countries should be based on the following four basic principles:

- **Comprehensive:** An ideal metric should capture the entire effort undertaken by a country to mitigate emissions. This means that the metric should clearly reflect all climate-related policies and measures (and exclude non-policy drivers of climate outcomes), resulting in a measure that is sufficient for comparing effort across countries.

- **Measurable:** An ideal metric for comparing effort should also focus on the observable characteristics of effort, such as emissions, energy and carbon prices, or use of zero-carbon technologies. This creates an incentive for countries to undertake emission mitigation actions that other countries can easily observe, thus facilitating transparency. Metrics that allow quantitative ex ante estimates – to inform the current round of talks – and quantitative ex post assessments – to inform the next round of talks – would serve international climate negotiations well.

- **Replicable:** Different analysts and stakeholders should be able to recreate a metric given (a) the inputs used in the original calculation; and (b) available public information. This would ensure the legitimacy of such comparability analysis. This also requires transparent methods that allow for third party review, which would help to increase trust in the assessment and comparison of effort. This suggests that simple, less complex metrics are preferable.

- **Universal:** Given the global nature of the climate challenge, the metric should be constructed for – and applicable to – as broad a set of countries as possible.
In practice, there will be trade-offs among these principles when identifying and constructing metrics. For example, emission levels may be measurable and universally available in all countries, but this measure may not comprehensively represent mitigation effort. Carbon prices—explicit or implicit—may be a better measure of effort, but such prices raise measurability issues when making comparisons across currencies and/or facing other energy market distortions.\(^7\)

We organize our assessment of metrics for measuring mitigation effort into three broad categories: emissions, prices, and costs. This separates physical outcome measures (the first category) from those reflecting market signals, incentivizing private sector behavior, and governing long-term investments (the second category). The third category includes measures of the economic resources diverted away from current consumption or non-mitigation investment / government spending. We discuss each of these categories in more detail next. Given the historical focus on emissions in international climate negotiations, we begin with emissions.

**EMISSIONS METRICS**

The 1997 Kyoto Protocol (and the recent extension of the second period emission commitments for some Annex I parties) established economy-wide greenhouse gas emission targets. Under the Copenhagen Accord and Cancun Agreements, nations proposed a wider variety of emission-related commitments, including economy-wide emission goals, economy-wide emission intensity goals, emission reductions relative to a forecast business-as-usual (BAU) emission level, as well as energy efficiency programs, transportation projects, forestry conservation investments, and wind and solar power capacity goals. We review three sub-categories of emission metrics: 1. emission levels versus a

\(^7\) The literature on program evaluation frequently notes this kind of trade-off (Coglianese 2012).
historical base year; 2. emission abatement versus a forecast of future emissions; and 3. emission intensity goals.  

**Emission Levels versus Historical Base Year**

Measuring a country’s territorial emissions is a relatively straightforward exercise. This is especially true for fossil fuel carbon emissions, which require only an accounting of the oil, gas, and coal consumed to produce energy. Certain types of greenhouse gas emissions are more difficult to measure, such as those related to land-use change. Measurement (and accounting) can also be complicated by market-based mechanisms that allow mitigation commitments and emission offsets (such as those created through the Clean Development Mechanism) to be traded among countries.

The Kyoto Protocol set developed country emission targets as a percentage change from a country’s emissions level in 1990, and year-1990 emissions continues to serve as a benchmark for some countries in recent rounds of negotiations. Establishing a base year that predates the climate negotiations eliminates the risk of countries “gaming” the system by increasing emissions during negotiations in order to create a higher benchmark level for evaluation. However, the choice of base year is controversial. Should the chosen year favor countries that have already undertaken significant efforts that reduce emissions (e.g., by choosing an early year) or those that have not (e.g., by choosing a later year)?

---

8 Other physical measures (renewable power, use of public transportation, etc.) can be similarly sub-categorized into comparisons against a base year, comparison to a baseline forecast, or relative to a particular output measure.
9 In contrast to territorial emissions, consumption-based emissions represent an adjustment to territorial emissions based on the embodied carbon in net imports (Peters et al. 2011). As world trade expands, accounting for the carbon content of traded goods and services could become an important aspect of future assessments of mitigation effort—or the basis for extensive border measures by importers or exporters. We leave this topic for future research.
10 The Kyoto Protocol established the Clean Development Mechanism to provide developed countries the option of investing in developing country emission-reducing projects. The projects’ emission reductions produce “emission offsets” that developed countries could use for compliance under the Kyoto agreement.
Moreover, emission levels relative to a base year may not comprehensively represent mitigation effort. Emission trends vary across countries for reasons that go beyond a specific country’s policies and efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. Table 1 presents historical changes in emissions for several large developed and developing countries during the 1990-2012 and 1997-2012 periods. Very few countries had implemented meaningful emission mitigation policies before the 1997 Kyoto Conference, making 1997 an equally plausible base year.

Consider Russia’s 2012 emission levels for all greenhouse gases being 32% below 1990 levels. One could incorrectly conclude that Russia is the world’s leader in combating climate change. However, the decline in Russia’s emissions does not reflect an extensive climate change mitigation program, as indicated by the 12% increase in emissions over the 1997-2012 period. Rather, the decline in 1990-2012 emissions resulted from dramatic economic restructuring after the Cold War.

More generally, the significant heterogeneity in countries’ economic and population growth suggests that the effective stringency of a common percentage reduction from a common base year could differ dramatically among countries. Using emission levels in 1997 (rather than 1990) as a benchmark, the EU emission mitigation effort would appear to represent a 14% reduction instead of a 19% reduction, while U.S. emissions would decline 5% instead of growing 5%. Using either benchmark, China’s and India’s carbon dioxide emissions have increased significantly, although a meaningful fraction of this growth occurred between 1990 and 1997. 12 Although emissions relative to a base year is the most commonly used metric for comparing mitigation across countries, and is relatively measurable, replicable, and universal, it is far from comprehensive.

---

11 The on-line supplementary materials present these data for most countries in the world.
12 The UNFCCC does not receive timely information on greenhouse gas emissions from developing countries (Aldy 2013). Some of the largest developing countries have reported no more than one emission inventory per decade to the UNFCCC since the 1992 Earth Summit. The question is whether this reflects technical or political obstacles. Thus, we have used the WRI Climate Analysis and Indicators Tool (CAIT) database for greenhouse gas emissions.
Emission Intensity

Emission intensity (tons of carbon dioxide per GDP) is often viewed as a metric that avoids the problem of penalizing economic growth that occurs when using the emission base year metric. The concept emerged in 1999, when the Government of Argentina proposed an emission commitment specified as a convex function of economic output (Aldy 2004). In 2002, the United States proposed an emission goal structured as a percentage reduction in the ratio of emissions to GDP. In the run-up to the 2009 Copenhagen talks, China and India proposed similarly structured emission intensity goals.

There are several drawbacks to using emission intensity as a measure of mitigation effort: 1. emissions will continue to grow unless the reduction in emission intensity exceeds the economic growth rate; 2. countries that are growing tend to experience an automatic decline in emission intensity owing to technology improvement and the changing structure of the economy; and 3. analysis has shown that emission intensity targets often become more stringent if a country grows slower than expected and less stringent if it grows faster than expected (Aldy 2004). The third drawback suggests using an “indexed” approach, where an emission target is adjusted (“indexed”) based on deviations from expected economic activity, rather than the strict proportionality implied by an emission intensity metric (Newell and Pizer 2008).

As with emissions, it is relatively straightforward to measure and use GDP to compute intensity. However, comparing emission intensities across countries at a point in time requires converting local currencies into a single currency. The first two columns of Table 2 indicate that the use of market exchange rate versus purchasing power parity affects multi-country comparisons. For example, under market exchange rates, emission intensity in China is about five times higher than in the United States and about 35% higher than in India. Emission intensity in India is more than three times higher than in the United States. If purchasing power parity exchange rates are used, China’s intensity is about 60% lower than its market exchange rate intensity.

\[\text{See on-line supplementary materials for an expanded Table 2.}\]
greater than that of the United States. Alternatively, an emission intensity metric could focus on changes in intensity over time (adjusting for inflation). The last two columns of Table 2 demonstrate the earlier point that growing economies generally have declining intensities, making it difficult to isolate mitigation from background trends.

**Emission Reductions Versus a Forecast of Future Emissions**

In recent years, some large developing countries have proposed emission abatement goals as percentage reductions from a reference case forecast of the future level of emissions. Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, and South Africa chose such targets under the Copenhagen Accord. In theory, by capturing the emission reduction directly associated with a climate mitigation program, this metric has the potential to be a more comprehensive indicator of mitigation effort than emission levels benchmarked to an historical base year or adjusted based on GDP.

In practice, however, calculating the reference case emission estimate used to define emission reductions requires subjective and uncertain judgments. Unlike the other two emission metrics, where observed outcomes are compared to historical data (or to other countries), this metric compares outcomes to assumptions about what would have happened absent mitigation policy. It is easy to imagine how countries might “game” the calculation, especially developing countries experiencing volatile economic growth. With emissions growth tied to economic growth, assuming faster economic growth would produce a higher reference case forecast emission level. If the country has slower-than-forecast economic growth, then the goal is that much easier to achieve. Even with an unbiased reference case forecast, differences between observed and forecast outcomes may be unrelated to mitigation.

As an example, Figure 1 presents actual 2010 emissions versus a year-2000 forecast for 2010 for several countries. By definition, the forecasts published in 2000 do not include policies proposed and
implemented after 2000, including the EU Emission Trading Scheme (“ETS”). Thus, for the EU, the changes in emissions relative to the year-2000 forecast could be due to explicit climate change policies. However, given the absence of significant policies in the other countries, the differences between actual and forecast emissions for China, India, Brazil, and the United States reflect the difficulty of predicting future emissions. Given the forecasting errors shown in Figure 1, it is easy to see how a country could strategically (and credibly) claim a more favorable baseline as well as how countries might easily achieve their emission targets due to events that are unrelated to mitigation efforts. A retrospective analysis that revises the reference case forecast based on new data, while subtracting out any effects of mitigation policy, could address these problems. This still requires subjective assumptions and modeling to account for the impacts of mitigation policy.

**PRICE METRICS**

In the context of climate policy, most industry stakeholders and economic policymakers focus on the second category of metrics – price – specifically the prices for fuels and electricity. These market signals drive private sector behavior and determine long-term investments, and also influence trade. Ultimately, the delivered price of fossil energy reflects a combination of global and local resource costs, other tax and subsidy policies, and any explicit carbon price. Thus we consider both explicit carbon prices as well as energy prices and taxes.

**Carbon Prices**

The observed carbon price is directly connected to climate mitigation effort because it measures the marginal cost of those emissions from sources covered by a country’s climate change program. Households and firms should undertake all covered mitigation opportunities that are less expensive per
ton than the carbon price. A comparison of carbon prices across countries indicates the extent to which a country is creating incentives for more or less expensive (per ton) mitigation efforts in the sectors it regulates. However, because countries implement domestic carbon taxes in their local currencies, it is unclear how these different currencies should be valued. Although market exchange rates are most appropriate in the context of competitiveness concerns and traded goods, purchasing power parity exchange rates allow us to compare domestic carbon prices in relation to a common basket of domestic goods and wages. This is relevant for examining notions of burden; that is, what are households giving up in order to mitigation emissions? Thus, a comprehensive evaluation would likely need to compare carbon prices using both rates.

In addition to the challenge of comparing different currencies, explicit carbon prices may not accurately reflect mitigation effort. First, an explicit carbon price may be an excessively narrow measure of a country’s efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. For example, it may cover only a subset of a country’s emissions (e.g., only power plants), and it may fail to account for the effect of other, non-price policies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For example, efficiency standards or regulations supporting renewable energy can have significant emission consequences and represent significant effort, but are not reflected in carbon prices (or energy prices). There is also the risk that a country may undermine the effectiveness of the carbon price by adjusting taxes downward (or increasing subsidies) for firms covered by the carbon price. Finally, the effort represented by a carbon price – in terms of resources expended – depends on both the price and the amount of emissions reduced. For a country

---

14 Market exchange rates also face the challenge of currency devaluation. For example, during the Mexican peso crisis, Mexico’s currency devalued by one-third; during the Asian financial crisis, Korea’s currency devalued by one-half.

15 This is typically referred to as fiscal cushioning (see Wiener 1999).
with particularly inelastic demand – and relatively few opportunities to reduce emissions – a high carbon price may do little to change emissions.\textsuperscript{16}

An alternative to using explicit carbon prices is to consider \textit{implicit} (or “effective”) carbon prices, which estimate the average cost of abatement associated with a specific climate policy or collection of policies (see OECD 2013). Such implicit prices have the advantage of potentially being applied more broadly, but the disadvantage of not being directly observed (i.e., they are derived from model simulations). Because estimated costs are divided by estimated abatement, implicit carbon prices will be high for expensive policies and/or those that produce little net abatement. Moreover, in contrast to high explicit carbon prices, high implicit prices are not market signals, do not suggest that all less expensive mitigation options are being incentivized or taken, and are not as relevant for investment or trade decisions.

Table 3 illustrates some of these issues by presenting the explicit carbon prices observed under specific carbon tax and cap-and-trade policies, and two implicit carbon prices estimated from renewable subsidies in Germany. The relatively high implicit carbon price associated with Germany’s solar feed-in tariff could reflect significant effort, less effectiveness, or a combination of both.\textsuperscript{17} There is also considerable within-country variation. For example, Norway’s carbon tax in 2009 set prices of $58/tCO\textsubscript{2} for gasoline, $34/tCO\textsubscript{2} for diesel, $31-$33/tCO\textsubscript{2} for natural gas, and exempted coal (Aldy and Stavins 2012b); some sectors in Norway were subject to the EU ETS with a market price in the range of €5-10/tCO\textsubscript{2} in 2012. In Germany, half the economy faced the EU ETS market price, but wind and solar feed-in tariffs were associated with an implicit price of €62/tCO\textsubscript{2} and €537/tCO\textsubscript{2}, respectively (Marcantonini and Ellerman 2013).

\textsuperscript{16}In their analysis of the Copenhagen mitigation commitments, McKibbin et al. (2011) find that the ranking of effort changes depending on whether the analysis is based on carbon prices or economic costs (foregone consumption). We address this issue in our discussion of cost metrics.

\textsuperscript{17}In the underlying study, Marcantonini and Ellerman (2013) show that it is a bit of both.
This within-country variation suggests that, for comparison purposes, it would be helpful to construct a single economy-wide average carbon price that weights implicit and explicit carbon prices throughout the economy. Refer to OECD (2013) for a discussion of such an aggregation.

**Energy Prices and Taxes**

While carbon prices reflect explicit efforts to reduce emissions, it is energy prices that matter for both the supply and demand for energy, investment in energy technologies by businesses and households, and the trade flows associated with particular energy-intensive activities. Thus, energy prices are likely to provide a more comprehensive picture of the long-term incentives to decarbonize the economy. Higher overall energy prices will drive more investment in energy efficiency, and higher relative prices for more carbon-intensive energy sources will spur investment in low- and zero-carbon technologies. Energy prices are transparent and measurable with high frequency. Energy prices allow for a net assessment of all price-based policies, including carbon pricing, and thus can mitigate concerns that a country engages in fiscal cushioning by simultaneously imposing a carbon tax and targeted tax relief. However, for countries pursuing significant non-price regulation, energy prices may be a poor measure of effort.\(^{18}\) Although energy price metrics could capture some of the effects of non-price regulations, most non-price regulations mitigate emissions largely without influencing energy prices (which explains why they often attract political support).

Of course, not all energy price differences across countries or over time represent policy choices. Different resource endowments coupled with transportation constraints have led to significant

\(^{18}\) The energy price metric is also less relevant for some countries in which a large fraction of their greenhouse gas emissions occur beyond the energy sector (e.g., Brazil and Indonesia due to land use change or New Zealand due to agriculture). In these cases, additional metrics to compare action will be necessary.
regional disparities in coal and natural gas prices. Moreover, price changes over time may reflect fundamental supply and demand shifts that are unrelated to policy changes. The transparency of taxes and other price-based policies means that the policy component of a given energy price can be conveniently presented alongside the net price to consumers. This suggests a matrix of energy price metrics that includes levels and changes over time, for both the net price and the policy-component.

Table 4, which presents such a matrix for a set of OECD countries over the 1997-2012 period, indicates that average energy prices vary by a factor of four, while average energy taxes vary by a factor of more than ten. Many countries experienced significant growth in energy prices, owing to higher crude oil prices and, in some regions of the world, higher natural gas prices (the United States is a notable exception in the case of natural gas prices). The average energy tax grew significantly over 1997-2012 in some countries, such as Australia, Germany, and Mexico while falling significantly in Canada.

Fossil energy prices could also be useful in identifying both any initial energy price distortions and the impact of a carbon tax on the prices of the underlying fuels delivered to end-users. Perhaps the most comprehensive metric would be an “effective carbon tax” for end-users of each fossil fuel (as well as electricity) that takes into account all price-based policies affecting that fuel. This would reflect a net energy “tax” on carbon dioxide emissions. In contrast to the implicit carbon price discussed earlier and the more general cost metrics discussed below, both of which focus on the cost of abated CO\textsubscript{2}, this carbon tax metric would capture the price charged for unabated CO\textsubscript{2} from fossil fuel use.

---

19 Coal and natural gas are characterized by regional markets with contemporaneous prices varying by 5X (natural gas) to 10X (coal) across these markets in recent years. While oil prices differ some by crude characteristics and location, these differences are typically on the order of no more than 10-20%; this is why most analysts treat oil as having a world price.

20 See online supplementary materials for an extension of Table 4 to all OECD countries and for data on gasoline prices for most countries in the world.
COST METRICS

The third category of metrics – the mitigation costs of domestic climate policy – is the one most consistent with economists' notion of mitigation effort. This metric is comprehensive and, if expressed as a share of national or per capita income, could be scaled to be comparable across countries of vastly different sizes. Moreover, concern about the costs of combating climate change is one of, if not the most, significant impediment to meaningful global action. Thus, a metric that compares mitigation effort based on costs could promote confidence in the fairness of global international action by ensuring that comparable countries bear comparable costs. In addition, when combined with information about emission reductions, it could be used to identify the potential advantages of certain policies (i.e., those that reduce more emissions with lower mitigation costs) over others.

In the same way that emissions are easily observed but reductions are not, explicit prices are easily observed but costs are not. Thus, emission reductions and costs both require models to construct counterfactual outcomes. But estimating costs typically requires even more assumptions and modeling.

Partial Equilibrium Analysis of Costs

One option would be to use simple partial equilibrium analyses of the mitigation costs associated with different policies. For sectors with explicit carbon prices, estimates of emission reductions could be combined with these explicit prices to produce estimates of total costs.\(^{21}\) For other sectors, this approach would be comparable to the construction of implicit carbon prices, which are typically defined as total costs divided by reductions in a given sector. A key weakness of this approach is that it fails to consider how policies in different sectors may interact.

Integrated Modeling of Mitigation Costs

\(^{21}\) For example, assuming linear marginal costs rising from zero to the observed carbon price level, one could estimate costs as \(\frac{1}{2} \times \text{(marginal costs)} \times \text{(emission reductions)}\).
Alternatively, one could pursue a more integrated modeling approach. For more than two decades, researchers in the energy-economic modeling literature have published mitigation cost estimates of climate change policy. These models provide important insights (e.g., the economic gains to trading among countries and across time) that have informed the debate on climate policy design and implementation. There are two limitations to extending such integrated modeling to analysis of comparability of effort. First, most models focus on only a small set of large countries and regions. For example, the McKibbin et al. (2011) assessment of the Copenhagen commitments assumes a world economy with six countries and five regions. Second, these models are most appropriate for evaluating economy-wide carbon price policies. However, in practice, countries implement a myriad of overlapping sectoral policies. The UNFCCC (2011) reports that Annex I countries have implemented more than 1,000 mitigation policies. It may be beyond the capacity of these models to incorporate all or many of these instruments, although recent efforts through the Stanford Energy Modeling Forum have attempted to include small combinations of policy instruments (such as carbon pricing, fuel economy standards, and power sector renewables mandates). To the extent a broader range of policies can be modeled, the assessment of costs could combine an evaluation of the observed mix of possibly cost-ineffective policies with an assessment of a cost-minimizing effort to achieve the same reductions. This could inform countries about the efficacy of their mitigation programs.

The Issue of Negative Costs

Any cost metric would need to recognize the potential for policies to have negative costs. Consider two examples. First, suppose a country implements a tax swap (i.e., imposing a tax on carbon while reducing labor and/or capital tax rates). Depending on the distortions of the pre-existing factor

---

22 See Gaskins and Weyant (1993) for a comparison of U.S. mitigation costs, Weyant and Hill (1999) for a comparison of Annex I mitigation costs under the Kyoto Protocol, and McKibbin et al. (2011) for a recent assessment of Copenhagen mitigation commitments
taxes and the nature of the tax swap, a country could experience greater economic growth while reducing emissions. Second, suppose a country eliminates fossil fuel consumption subsidies. For some countries, this could significantly reduce emissions while contributing to faster economic growth (IEA et al. 2010). Even with negative overall costs, both policy options could involve significant costs among some if not many stakeholders, thus requiring substantial political, as opposed to economic, effort.

**USING METRICS OF COMPARABILITY IN THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE POLICY: ISSUES AND CHALLENGES**

Combinations of these metrics could play a variety of roles in the design and implementation of the emerging international climate architecture. Before considering how metrics could inform the future international climate policy architecture, we summarize how the various metrics perform against our four design principles in Table 5. The table indicates that no single metric does well against all of the principles. Emission levels and intensity perform particularly poorly in terms of comprehensiveness. This is because many factors that are unrelated to emission mitigation policies can influence emissions. Carbon prices do well on effort per abated ton, but actual effort depends on the total tons abated. Although energy prices capture the market signals for low carbon investment and behavioral change, they fail to reflect non-market policies. For many countries, including the United States, non-market policies dominate the landscape.

Emission abatement and abatement costs would appear to be the metrics that best indicate mitigation effort. However, they are also the most difficult to measure, requiring assumptions and modeling to implement. Credible differences in opinion on assumptions or modeling approach could produce different results for abatement and costs, suggesting that estimated measures may not be replicable. Moreover, thus far, most modeling tools have only been applied to the largest developed and
developing countries. This suggests that a portfolio of metrics is necessary, and that considerable work remains to be done to construct more comprehensive metrics for estimating emission reductions and costs outside of the largest countries.

What roles might such a portfolio play in the emerging international architecture? First, the assessment and comparison of effort could influence the legal structure of mitigation commitments, and enable a two-part or hybrid approach in which emission mitigation pledges are voluntary while the review of effort is legally binding. Second, estimating metrics will require a rigorous system of policy surveillance that can draw from experiences in other multilateral policy contexts, such as economic and trade policy. The implementation of surveillance could aim for producing comparability metrics for ex ante review of proposed commitments and ex post assessment of the performance of those pledged mitigation actions. Finally, the application of metrics will naturally lead to consideration of how to benchmark effort for the countries participating in the international climate agreement.

The Legal Structure of Emission Mitigation Commitments

National governments are more likely to take stronger action within an international agreement to combat climate change if they have clear assurances that all countries will be making a fair contribution to the global effort. Given the evolution in Copenhagen and Cancun toward a pledge and review approach to emission mitigation commitments, one way to operationalize the comparability of effort would be to modify the notion of what constitutes a legally binding commitment.

For example, an international climate policy architecture could require all countries to submit two-part emission commitments. In the first part, each country would pledge emission mitigation goals, policies, and/or actions (e.g., an economy-wide emission goal versus a base year, elimination of

---

23 New Zealand introduced such a proposal in the international climate negotiations in March 2014. See https://unfccc.int/files/documentation/submissions_from_parties/adp/application/pdf/adp2-4_submission_by_new_zealand_submission_20140312.pdf.
fossil fuel subsidies, a carbon tax). In the second part, each country would regularly produce data and analysis to indicate the impacts of its pledged commitment, thereby facilitating the comparison with other countries’ pledged commitments.24 Because some countries and some stakeholders continue to call for “legally-binding” commitments, the second part of this approach – the provision of data and analysis to promote transparency and facilitate comparisons – could be deemed “legally binding.” In addition to providing a comparison of effort, this two-part commitment could provide performance measures that permit a more general evaluation of various policy approaches.

**Importance of Policy Surveillance**

Distinct from the ultimate use of metrics for comparing effort across countries is the process of producing and validating those metrics. Many countries have neither the resources nor the capacity to evaluate other countries’ commitments and performance, and may be suspicious of assurances provided by those countries with such capacity. This suggests the need for professional, regular, and independent assessment of countries’ policies, actions, and emissions, ideally through an official, agreed-upon process, which would help to inform the periodic rounds of international climate negotiations.

**Models of Policy Surveillance**

There are several models for such official policy surveillance (see Aldy 2013 and Aldy 2014 for details). For example, the International Monetary Fund undertakes so-called Article IV consultations of member governments’ economic, fiscal, and monetary policies. Under the World Trade Organization, the Trade Policy Review Mechanism evaluates the trade policies of WTO members, with greater frequency for the largest trading nations. These treaty organizations have created teams of experts that conduct policy surveillance by evaluating economic, fiscal, monetary, and trade policies in member

24 Such analysis could be subject to agreed-upon guidelines to facilitate comparability.
states. In contrast, the G-20 tasked international organizations (the World Bank, OECD, International Energy Agency, and OPEC) with identifying fossil fuel subsidies and evaluating the performance of G-20 nations in reducing their fossil fuel subsidies pursuant to the 2009 Pittsburgh G-20 Leaders’ Agreement (Aldy 2015). Under the UNFCCC, ad hoc groups of experts evaluate the emission inventories submitted by developed countries as well as these countries’ national communications.25

Suite of Metrics

Because there is no single metric that fully satisfies our comprehensive principle, we recommend a policy surveillance mechanism that includes a suite of metrics, which would provide a richer characterization of effort. Just as an economic analyst would review a suite of data to understand the strength of a national economy (e.g., GDP, unemployment rate, interest rates, business investment), so too would a climate policy analyst benefit from a more comprehensive assessment of emission mitigation effort that includes detailed information on carbon and energy prices, abatement costs, and emission reductions.

Ex Ante and Ex Post Review

Such a surveillance mechanism could play an important role in both ex ante and ex post assessments of mitigation commitments (or contributions). In the former, countries could propose mitigation commitments that facilitate the comparability of effort exercise. Countries could be required to submit their own data and analyses to demonstrate the effort they plan to undertake to meet their commitments. A cadre of experts could process, compile, analyze, and construct comparisons based on submitted data and analyses as well as third party data and analyses. This could inform the negotiations as commitments are finalized. A similar process could be followed for ex post assessments of countries’

---

25 Thompson (2006) noted that the UNFCCC assessments of national communications do not permit a comparison of effort by a given country from one round of national communications to the next, let alone a meaningful comparison of effort across countries.
efforts to satisfy their pledged commitments. Past experience suggests there are likely to be political stumbling blocks to securing multilateral agreement on such a policy surveillance regime.

Thus, scholars and non-governmental experts may need to fill this analytic gap. Unofficial but independent expert analysis could further synthesize these data to estimate metrics that require forecasts and modeling (e.g., Aldy et al. 2015). In turn, stakeholders and other users could provide feedback on the feasibility, integrity, and precision of available metrics and estimates. This enables further refinement and improved estimates going forward. In addition, the work on developing metrics for ex ante comparisons of effort can inform the data collection and analysis needs for ex post reviews. The retrospective review of pledges will be more informative and more effective if countries plan in advance for such reviews by implementing data collection and dissemination protocols. Given that Paris is just the beginning of an ongoing process of policy commitments, these refinements and improvements can ultimately feed into greater confidence and stronger ambition among all countries.

**Benchmarking for Comparability**

After constructing a metric, a logical next step is benchmarking. Each metric lends itself to ranking countries based on their raw metric values, but negotiators, policymakers, and stakeholders may want to go a step further. That may involve setting an *absolute* threshold to distinguish “good” and “bad” values, which in turn might be differentiated by country.\(^{26}\) Or, it may involve grouping countries in ways that make rankings and *relative* comparisons more appropriate.

While we have illustrated the design and application of metrics as a *positive* exercise, we believe that the choice of benchmarks—whether it is by emphasizing one metric over others or defining what level is “enough”—is *normative*. Thus, we do not make the case for specific benchmarks here. Nonetheless, we highlight several lines of reasoning used by others to motivate particular benchmarks.

---

\(^{26}\) For an example, refer to the Climate Action Tracker rating of individual countries’ pledged emission contributions under the Durban Platform negotiations: [http://climateactiontracker.org/countries.html](http://climateactiontracker.org/countries.html).
**Adequacy of Global Ambition**

First, an absolute benchmark could be chosen that reflects an assessment of the adequacy of collective effort in realizing the objectives of the UNFCCC or those suggested by scientists. For example, the Copenhagen Accord and Cancun Agreements identify a long-term objective to limit warming to no more than 2°C, which could be linked to emission levels. Alternatively, various estimates of the social cost of carbon could be compared to collective or individual carbon prices or tax metrics. It should be noted, however, that the social cost of carbon and a 2°C warming limit may yield different sets of benchmarks. For example, Nordhaus (2008) shows that a 2°C warming limit is inconsistent with setting a globally harmonized carbon tax equal to the social cost of carbon.

**“Common but Differentiated Responsibilities and Respective Capabilities”**

Second, absolute and relative comparisons could be designed to reflect the UNFCCC principle of “common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities.” For example, it may appear odd to use any metric to compare the mitigation efforts of China and Chad, since the former has emissions that are four orders of magnitude greater than the emissions of the latter. Or, it may appear odd to use a metric that compares the mitigation programs of Singapore and Ethiopia, since the former’s per capita emissions are three orders of magnitude greater than those of the latter. Or, it may appear odd to compare effort metrics for Qatar and Bangladesh, since per capita income in the former is two orders of magnitude greater than in the latter. This suggests creating peer groups along various dimensions to provide an opportunity for more appropriate relative comparisons or creation of absolute benchmarks.

To illustrate, if the international community agreed on several official metrics for the largest economies, then the comparability of effort exercise could be designed in a way that would allow for
comparisons among countries with the greatest mutual mitigation interests (e.g., Major Economies Forum on Energy and Climate, or MEF, membership). Indeed, to demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of a comparability of effort process, the MEF countries could voluntarily adopt metrics and present data and analysis regarding their future emission commitments.

National Circumstances

The idea of official peer groups, metrics, and benchmarks raises the issue of exactly how to tailor benchmarks to reflect national circumstances. For example, although the United States, Canada, and Australia have had annual population growth on the order of 1% per year, Europe and Japan have not. On a per capita basis, China, India, and other emerging economies are not as wealthy as the United States. Some countries have plentiful fossil resources, while others do not. How should we recalibrate their benchmarks to reflect these differences? Some countries have taken significant climate mitigation actions, while others have lagged behind. How should benchmark differentiation (or the metrics themselves) be balanced to reward the first movers versus providing an incentive to the laggards to increase their action? These questions—and the possibility that official, negotiated solutions may not be forthcoming—suggests a need for continued independent research in this area.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Metrics aimed at comparing countries’ climate change actions are becoming increasingly relevant as we transition to a system of unilateral pledges of domestic action within international negotiations. The emerging architecture asks countries to state what they intend to do, review other

---

27 The MEF facilitates dialogue on climate change policy among the largest developed and developing countries, including Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, the European Union, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
countries’ commitments and (along with various stakeholders) determine their adequacy, and then react accordingly. This reaction may be in the form of adjustments to their original commitments, follow through on those commitments, or new commitments in the future. Countries may also react through bilateral or “minilateral” cooperation. For example, countries may assess others’ efforts to determine if it would be appropriate for them to link domestic cap-and-trade programs or establish harmonized carbon tax policies. Moreover, some countries may decide to unilaterally act (through border taxes) against those failing to undertake comparable effort. Over time, these outside reviews may also help countries improve the design of their own policies.

Our examination of metrics for comparing mitigation efforts reveals some deep differences across metrics. First, some metrics —total emissions and explicit emission prices— are relatively easy to observe and measure but they may be removed from the key concepts of effort and underlying policy implementation. Second, the metrics that more closely reflect effort—emission reductions, implicit prices, and costs—are harder to observe and measure directly, leading to more subjective and possibly inconsistent estimates. Finally, metrics can be constructed or benchmarked in a variety of ways that may or may not adjust for resource endowments, historical behavior, or future growth. More appropriate relative comparisons could be achieved by grouping countries with peers, and more specific absolute benchmarks could be developed based on experience from past climate negotiations.

A serious, professional, transparent, and legitimate process is required to develop metrics and benchmarks for assessing comparability of effort, compiling data and related analysis in light of these metrics, and reporting the results of the assessments, particularly for policy surveillance purposes. However, reaching an agreement on specific metrics, benchmarks, and a comprehensive surveillance mechanism is a tall order given the UN climate negotiations poor track record on transparency (Aldy 2014).

28 See Aldy and Pizer (2014) for more details on how comparability of effort assessments could inform cap-and-trade linkage and border tax imposition.
In the meantime, further research is needed to improve methods for assessing and comparing mitigation effort. More specifically, it would be helpful to develop an array of easily available metrics, such as those we have presented here, using data collected by existing international organizations. This would facilitate comparisons of mitigation effort in the near term—in advance of any official policy surveillance or benchmarking. Moreover, independent researchers could further analyze and synthesize these data to create some of the more challenging but informative metrics (e.g., emission abatement costs and emission reductions). This would allow stakeholders and other users to provide feedback on the feasibility, integrity, and precision of these metrics, which could be used to further refine metrics and to inform ongoing deliberations concerning metrics, benchmarks, and mitigation contributions.
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Table 1. Percentage Change in Emissions, 1990-2012 and 1997-2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>-17%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-12%</td>
<td>-17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>-16%</td>
<td>-19%</td>
<td>-11%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>+257%</td>
<td>+230%</td>
<td>+178%</td>
<td>+149%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>+216%</td>
<td>+143%</td>
<td>+114%</td>
<td>+88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>+20%</td>
<td>+13%</td>
<td>+9%</td>
<td>+4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>-22%</td>
<td>-32%</td>
<td>+28%</td>
<td>+12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Emissions Intensity (CO2-GDP ratio, 2012) and CO2/GDP (LCU) Percent Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
<td>+2.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>+2.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-2.5%</td>
<td>+9.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-1.7%</td>
<td>+6.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+0.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Cost ($)/tCO2</th>
<th>Source/Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU ETS</td>
<td>Cap-and-trade</td>
<td>€8</td>
<td>Average daily price, 2012, (Datatstream International BlueNext Series)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Cap-and-trade/tax hybrid</td>
<td>A$23</td>
<td>2012 fixed price (EDF/IETA 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Greenhouse</td>
<td>Cap-and-trade</td>
<td>$2.67</td>
<td>September 2013 auction clearing price (RGGI 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzen, China</td>
<td>Cap-and-trade</td>
<td>US$7</td>
<td>August 2013 (The Climate Group 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>Cap-and-trade</td>
<td>C$10.75</td>
<td>Auction price floor 2013, (Government of Quebec n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>C$30</td>
<td>2013 (Government of British Columbia n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>C performance standard</td>
<td>C$15</td>
<td>2012 (Government of Alberta n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>€3 - €90</td>
<td>2009, Industry, varies by type of industry and voluntary agreement (Aldy and Stavins 2012b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>€20</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>NOK92 - 363</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>€114</td>
<td>Households and services, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Average Energy Prices and Energy Taxes (in 2012) and Change since 1997 for Select OECD Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>+17%</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>-6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>+94%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>+16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>+66%</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>+98%</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>+87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>+44%</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>+50%</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>+294%</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>+85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>+33%</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>+65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The average energy price (tax) reflects a consumption-weighted measure of end-user prices (based on a market exchange rate in 2012 dollars) per million British thermal units (MMBTU) basis.

Table 5. Synthesis of Metrics and Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Comprehensive</th>
<th>Measurable</th>
<th>Replicable</th>
<th>Universal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emission Levels</td>
<td>A poor estimate of effort because it conflates natural trends</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes; public domain data for energy and fossil CO2 available</td>
<td>Fossil CO2 data exist for all countries; additional work needed for all GHGs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Intensities</td>
<td>Better than emission levels as it controls for economic trends, but a noisy signal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes; public domain data for energy and fossil CO2 available</td>
<td>Yes for fossil CO2/GDP; additional work needed for GHG/GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Abatement</td>
<td>Most comprehensive among emission-related metrics</td>
<td>Challenging – requires modeling tools / subjective choices to determine counterfactuals</td>
<td>Different model structures with different assumptions could yield different outcomes</td>
<td>No, few modeling platforms evaluate more than ~10 countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Prices</td>
<td>Captures effort per ton, but says little about tons</td>
<td>Explicit, yes; implicit requires detailed analyses</td>
<td>Yes for explicit prices; implicit prices may depend on analytic assumptions</td>
<td>No, given few explicit C pricing policies; modeling tools necessary for implicit C prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Prices and Taxes</td>
<td>Inadequate for non-energy emissions; fails to account for non-market regulatory instruments</td>
<td>Yes, but unclear how to aggregate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but requires more detailed data collection than currently in public domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abatement Costs</td>
<td>Best measure of effort, still requires benchmarking</td>
<td>Challenging – requires modeling tools / subjective choices to determine counterfactuals and model costs</td>
<td>Different model structures with different assumptions could yield different outcomes</td>
<td>No, few modeling platforms to comprehensively evaluate more than ~10 countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Actual 2010 Emissions Relative to the “Business-as-Usual” Forecast for 2010


Note: Forecast was published in 2000.